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1. Aims and objectives 
The Community Informant Detection Tool (CIDT) is a procedure of pro-active case-finding of people with probably 

mental health problems and subsequently to promote help seeking. The CIDT consists of contextualized vignettes 

and associated pictures to facilitate recognition by lay people. The rationale behind the strategy is that briefly trained 

community members that are intimately familiar with the community, are especially well-placed and capable to 

identify people in need of care. Research into the accuracy of the CIDT confirms this. 

 

2. Administration 

The CIDT procedure is used by community informants briefly trained in the essentials of public mental health care, 

the use of the procedure and the related ethical considerations. In their routine daily activities and tasks, the 

community informants aim to gauge the extent to which people match paragraph-long vignettes (aided with pictures) 

using a simple 5-point scale. If the community informant believes that a person in the community has significant 

features of the description (i.e. the person fits well with, or exemplifies, the description), then the informant answers 
two additional questions: one on whether the identified individual is perceived to have impaired daily functioning 

and a second question on whether the person would want support in dealing with these problems. In case of 

significant matching and a positive response to at least one of the additional questions, the community informant 

will encourage the person (possibly through their family) to seek help in a health facility where mental health 

services are being offered, and where caseness can be confirmed by a trained health professional. No stigmatizing 

labels or psychiatric terminology is used to label the person, and encouragement for help-seeking is targeted to 

specific observable behaviors and/or signs of distress. 
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